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Development of Multiple-Particle Positron Emission
Particle Tracking for Flow Measurement
Flows in opaque systems can present a significant challenge to experimental
investigators. Understanding flow phenomena in reactor components often relies on
the use of simulation, as well as experiments using surrogate materials and fluids to
allow optical access. Positron emission particle tracking (PEPT) is a radiotracer-based
technique that uses the same technology as the medical imaging platform PET (positron
emission tomography). As such, PEPT can be used to directly study flows in opaque
systems. The research focus has been on the development and deployment of new PEPT
reconstruction algorithms that allow the simultaneous tracking of multiple tracers,
increasing data collection efficiency and enabling new measurements. Herein Dr.
Wiggins will discuss the basics of PEPT, as well as its utility for measurements in pipes,
heat exchangers, and pebble beds, among other systems. The data gleaned from such
experiments can be used for both fundamental understanding of flow phenomena and
validation of the computational fluid dynamics models being used for next generation
reactor design.

Free webcast

December 17, 2020 at 8:30 am EST (UTC-5)
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nar.com/register/85407032
69334646799

Who should attend: policy makers, managers,
regulators, students, general public

Meet the Presenter...

Dr. Cody Wiggins is currently employed as a postdoctoral research
associate at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) in the
Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering. He received his
B.S. from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville (UTK) in Nuclear
Engineering in 2014 and his Ph.D. from UTK in Physics in 2019. Dr
Wiggins’s research has focused on experimental fluid dynamics,
including pure and applied research components. His primary interest
has been in the development and deployment of positron emission
particle tracking (PEPT) – a radiotracer-based method for flow
measurements in opaque systems. He is now studying thermal
hydraulics for advanced energy applications, while maintaining a focus
on the advancement of PEPT. Dr. Wiggins was the winner of the
American Nuclear Society’s "Pitch your PhD" competition in November
2019.
The Generation IV International Forum invites you to attend web-based lectures on the next generation of
nuclear energy systems and other cross-cutting subjects. Join internationally recognized subject matter experts
and leading scientists in the nuclear energy arena for these short presentations.
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Upcoming Webinars
MOX Fuel for advanced reactors , Dr. Nathalie Chauvin, CEA,
France
Overview of Waste Treatment Plant, Hanford Site, Dr. David
Peeler, PNNL, USA
Introducing new Plant Systems Design (PSD) Code, Mr. Nawal
Prinja, Jacobs, UK

For more information, please contact: Patricia Paviet at Patricia.Paviet@pnnl.gov or visit the GIF website at www.gen4.org

